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Diebold SecureStat®

VIEW, MEASURE AND CONTROL
YOUR SECURITY WORLD
Revolutionize the way you
interact with your security.
Diebold SecureStat® equips you with
Web-based tools and information to reduce
overall risk to your business with full security
management through a single custom
dashboard. Integrating with any equipment
and available on any smart device, anytime,
anywhere, SecureStat makes comprehensive
security management a reality.
• Powerful
• Flexible
• Secure
• Easy, Simple Interface
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Intuitive Security Management
Diebold’s industry leading SecureStat gives you a personalized dashboard that can provide a snapshot
of your entire security platform, including your locations, security systems and devices via customizable
distinct widgets. From this powerful, interactive dashboard, you can view, measure and control:
•	Intrusion: Remotely arm, disarm, check status, bypass and manage your alarm systems, regardless
of location or platform
•	Alerts: Monitor alarm or non-standard activity, perform device health checks, generate reports
and configure notifications
•	Monitoring: View alarm account data and activity, put systems in/out of test mode and more,
for a single site or for all of your sites
•	Access: Determine how and when facilities are accessed by modifying or deleting cardholders,
remotely locking/unlocking doors and managing access schedules
•	Health Check: Ensure video system performance with continuous monitoring of video servers for
network connectivity, recording status, video loss, hard drive operation and capacity, component
temperature and more
•	Cloud Storage: Your video can easily and seamlessly be saved to and retrieved from cloud storage
exclusively or in combination with local IP storage, with live view capability, at all times, from anywhere
•	Account Management: Reference site maps, account detail, audit information, request service and
see relevant breaking news stories

Key Advantages of Diebold’s SecureStat
Empower your security systems and devices to communicate more effectively and securely, and
in turn, be empowered to manage your security operations like never before.
•	Flexible integration: Use the security products—hardware, software, monitoring or otherwise—
that suit your needs, as Diebold’s SecureStat is designed for interoperability
•	Secure deployment: Thanks to an SSL-encrypted connection that operates via standard Internet
pathways, access is easy and your data is secure; encrypted access certificates and multifactor
authentication ensure platform access is easy to manage but always secure
•	Native Web architecture: Experience convenient, seamless access to your dashboard via any
browser or smart device
•	Simple scaling: Interact with all of your security systems and services regardless of organization
size or geographic distribution
•	Easy to use: Simply select and place widgets on the dashboard to gain access to various functions

To learn more about how SecureStat can simplify management of your
security operations, contact your Diebold sales representative.

Contact Information:
Diebold Electronic Security
1790 Graybill Road, Suite 100
Mailcode 8318-ES
Uniontown, OH 44685

For more information:
(800) 806-6827
www.dieboldsecurity.com
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